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J.;stimating P~ssenger M'i~es , 
Origin-Destination Patterns', and 
~oads wit h L,()cation~Stamped Farebox Data 

David S. Navick and Peter' G. Furth 

Integrating an electronic farebox with a location system can provide 

location-stamped records of passenger boardings, a valuable source of 
information on passenger travel patterns. However, this information 

is of small value unless the pattern of passenger illightin~s can als~ be 
determined, since most relevant measures of interest-passenger loads, 

passenger miles, and origin~estination (O-D) patterns-require a 
knowledg'e or at least estimate ~f passenger aJightings by stop. The 
assumption of symmetry-that the patte~'n: ofpassenger alightings in one 

direc~ion ~irrors the daily boa'rilings pattern in the opposite direction
is explo'red. Estimation 'methods using this assumption are tested at the 

trip, route, and system levels using a full-day's set of on-off counts oi'i 
five Los Angeles area routes. Tests at the route level indicate that 

although perfect symmetry does not exist, patterns are substantially 
similar on many routes. Based on ihe Los Angeles data, it can be found 
that systemwide estimates of passenger miles made using this method 

satisfy U.S. National Transit-Database precision requirements; however, 
this finding should be confirmed using data from other cities_Proposed 
and tested, with a small amount of success, ,is a method for estimating 
trip-leveIO-D patterns using location· stamped farebox data based on the 

symmetry principle and a gravity model. Location-stamped farebox data 
can also be used to estimate passenger loads in real time to support con
trol measures such as conditional priority at traffic signals without 
req,!!iring automatic passenger counters. 

For both effective planning and operation control, transit agencies 
need not just information on how many passengers they are carry
ing, but on where these passengers boarded and alighted, This 
information is used to estimate systemwide passenger miles, a 
robust measure of system use and a reporting requirement of the 
U.S , National Transit Database (1), to determine passenger loads 
along a route, useful for both schedule analysis and for real-time 
control, such as giving transit priority at a traffic signal based on 
vehicle occupancy (2), and to determine route-level load profiles 
and origin-<iestination (O-D) mll-trices for analyzing routing and 
scheduling options such as short-tum service, a small amount of 
stop serviCe, and express service (3). 

Historically, gathering location information on passenger board
ings and ,ilightings has required labor-intensive ride checks (man
ual on and off counts by stop) or automatic passenger counters 
(APCs). However, APCs are expensive and their widespread adop
tion is still many years off. We do not know of a recent, complete 
count of APC users; however, a 1998 survey (4), targeted in part at 

transit agencies that were known to be APC users, obt~ed infor
mation on eight North Anlerican transit agencies that wer~ regular 
APC users and another five who were in a demonstration phase. 
Because of their cost, APCs are usually installed on orily a sample 
of the fieet, typically 6% to 10%, which is rotated through the sys
t~m to provide a sample of passenger on-off data, an arrangement 
that cannot s~pport real-time ioad monitoring. 

Electronic fareboxes with location~stamped transactional data offer 
another alternative to getting passenger location data. "Transactional 
data" means that a record is kept of each farebox transaction

, essentially, each boarding-rather th,an keeping records of accumu
lated counts anq. revenue as in the traditional electronicfarebox. The 
latest generation of fareboxes incorporates a trans~ctional data 
system (5). Ho;"ever, it is also' possible for a traditional farebox 
to supply 'the 'signals n~~essary for an external processor to create 
transachomil records. Transactional records are typically time 
stamped and ip.clude' iriformation about fare type and route and trip 
identifiers .• "Location stamped" means the records also report, where 
the bo;u.d~g took place, that is, the most recent stop at ~hi~h the 
door opened. 

Providing a location stamp requires an automatic veh!cle iOcation 
(AVL) system and its integration with the farebox. '!~hicle locati~n 
systems, using technologies inclliding geoir'aphlcpositioIiing"sys-: . 
terns, dead reckoning, and wayside beacons, are ~~e >yid<?Iyp-.sed 
th~APCs.A 1997 report (6) lists 19 operational ~orth Arilericap 
systems and describes a surging demand: 70 North American,tran
sit agencies had implemented or received funds to implement 
A VL, with 20 receiving funding in the year before the report. 
When implemented, -AVL, like electronic fareboxes, is typically 
installed fieetwide and therefore is not subject to the typical sampling 
limitations of APC. 

Integration of AVL with transactional fareboxes is technologi
cally feasible and anticipated in plans for the "smart bus" (7, 8). 
Three possible modes of integration have been described (5): 

• A transactional farebox accepts inputs from the.location system 
and uses them to stamp its records; , , 

• The location system accepts inputs from the farebox and creates 
its own transactional records; and 

• The location system, farebox, and other devices such as the des
tination sign and an opendor's control head are interconnected by 
means of a local area network known as a vehicle area network ' 
(V AN) featuring a common data bus and communication standards. 
In this last arrangement, the computer storing the time-stamped ,"
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The first and second alternatives listed above have two 
advantages-they do not require a transactional farebox system, and 
they better protect the integrity of the farebox data, which is imp or

, tant for revenue control. As both transit agencies 'and suppliers con
template farebox-Iocation system integration, it is important to 
explore its possible benefits in order to guide product development 
and procurement specifications. ' 

Allowing that the technological challenges of integrating fare box 
and location data can be overcome, another challenge remains. 
Although 'ride checks and APC count both where passengers board 
and alight, farebox-es can at best record only where passenger~ 
board. The thesis of this discussion is that the symmetry of !;ravel 
patterns exhibited by most transit lines, in which passenger board
ing arid alighting patterns in one direction mirror those of the other 
direction on a daily basis, makes it possible to estimate the alight
ings patt~mJrom location-stamp'ed boardings data with a ~e~onable 
degree o~ accuracy. . 

First discussed is whether the full distribution of alightings mir
rors the bo~dings pattern in the opposite dii-ection; data from full
day on-off counts on five Los .Allgeles bus routes are u~ed. The~ the 
accuracy ofpassenger-miles estImate's are explored and a SUInmary 
of the boardings and alightirig·s profile is provided, ~hich is made 
from location-stamped farebox data using the symmetry 'as~umption 
at three levels: 

l. Route level, ' for whiclqjassenger-miles estimates serve as a 
measure of momtoring route productivity; . 

2. Systemwide, for National Transit Database reporting; and 
3. Trip or period level, which is appropriate for analyses of 

routing an'd scheduling options and estimates fQr which involve 
trip distributIon modeling. ' ~ 

- . "'i, ( 

-- Filially, disc~ss~d are possible uses of location-stamped farebox 
data for real-time control. > 

BOARDINGs.:.ALlGHTINGS SYMMETRY 

Although an electronic farebox integrated with a location system can 
r~gister'boardings by stop, it cannot register alightings. Therefore the 
following symmetry assumption is' proposed: the boarding pattern for 
a route in one direction is equivalent to the alighting' pattern in the ' 
opposite direction over the course of an entire day. This assumption 
is based on the general behavior of return travel. Roughly speaking, 
passengers get on in one direction where they got off'in the other 
direction. 

To test this assumption, Los Angeles Metro provided us with ride 
checks data for five routes, 10/11,60,105,236/240, and418. The data 
set for each route consists ofon-offcounts at every stop on every trip 
on a single day. [Detailed information on these routes and on other 
aspects of this discussion can be found in the doctoral dissertation on 
which it is based (9).] 

The analysis was complicated by the 'fact that all of these routes, 
as is common in Los Angeles, combine a trunk (a set of stops served 
on almost every trip) with a number of route deviations called 
branches. An example of a branch is a small deviation from the trunk 
that passes by an elementary school serving four off-trunk stops on 
only the few trips matching the school's opening and closing times. 
These branches complicate the process of comparing the full-day 
boarding and alighting patterns. Another complication is the lack of 
a one-to-one correspondence between stops in opposite directions 

----~. -.-;...... --=,---'-"-~ 
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even on the trunk. A route may have a greater number of stops in one 
direction or may not stop at the same intersection in both directions. 

To accommodate these variations, an "ideal route" was developed 
for each study route in each.direction following the trunk route. 
Where·stops in the subject direction do not-mirror stops in'the oppo
site direction, _estimating alightings in the subject direction from 
boardings in the opposite direction illvolved allocati.D.g the opposite 
direction boardings to the stop locations in the subject direction in 
proportion to segment length. For example; to estimate the alight~ 
ings pattern inbound from the boardings pattern outbound, ifan out
bound stop lay 40% of the way between two inbound stops, 60% of 
its boardings were allocated to the nearer inbound stop ~d 40% to 
the farther inbouild stop. Boardings 'and alightings at branch st~ps 
were likewise allocated to the appropriate stops on the ideal route. 

The test for similarity in boarqing pattepIsw.i!h alighting patterns 

in the ' opposite direction ' was Eonducted using the Koliiiogorov

srrtimov rest: a t~st 'that compares whether two distributions are 

eqUiValent based on the ~aximwridisi:IDce betWeen their cUmuiative 

distribution fuiicti6ns, the test statistiC. The 'cuIDuiative distributions 

Of bOlirding~ "and alighiliigs are meaninituI measures, beca~se therr 


, difference at any given point is passenger volume passing that'point. 
In a'-te.st comparing two empirical distributionS compiled frOITldata 


(hoardings couIit~ ill one du:~ction compared with alightings ~Olil)ts 

in the other), the test statistic can be compared with the critical value 

at the .05 sigrup.c3,n~'i~vel, which is given as (l0, pp. 221~22i) 


(1) 

where nl and n2 are the number of passengers counted in the two 

directions. Th~re w~re 10 tests, one for each-Toute in each direction. 

As an example, the test for Route 10/11 eastbound is shown in Fig

ure 1, comparing the cumulative distfibution of eastbound -hoardings 

with westbound alightiilgs, with the westbound alighting allocated 

to the eastbound stops. 


Listed in Table 1 for each route direction analyzed is the test sta
tistic KSmax , the greatest absolute deviation between the cumulativ'e 
distribution of boardings in the subject direction and alightings in 
the opposite direction. Comp¢ng against the critical value, the test 
fails for 9 of the 10 cases tested, indicating an absence of perfect ,-:;. 
symmetry. The sample sizes are so large-on the order of 10,000 
observations per route direction-that a near-perfect fit is required 
to pass the test. This result is reaSonable; symmetry is a geqeral pat
tem, but not a law. Not all passengers take return trips that mirror 
their first trip. Also, the modeling approximation necessary to fit 
stops in the two direction~ to each other and?o fit branches to a trunk 
is bound to lead'to some'errors. 

Although symmetry is not perfect, it may ne'yertheless be a good 
appro:x.iIDation and therefore a good means of estimation. Therefore: 
also tested was whether opposing boarding and alighting are sub
stantially different using the metric-that a maximum variation in 
cumulative distribution of less than 5% shows no meaniIigful dIf
ference, a maximum of variation 5% to 10% a small difference, a 
maximum variation of 10% to 15% a mild difference, and a maxi
mu~ v'ariation greater thaff' 15% a substantial difference. It was 
found that 5 of the 10 cases showed no meaningful difference, 
2 showed a small difference, 1 a mild difference, and only 2-the 
two directions of Route 418-showed a substantial difference. An 
examination of Route 418 reveals that its lack of sYmmetry can be 
explained by the fact that it shares a long section with other routes 
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F.IGURE 1 Kolmogorov-5m irnov t est of symmetry for Los Angeles 
Route 10/11 eastbound . ' 

from downtown Los Angeles to the San' Fernando Valley via the 
Golden State Freeway. Passengers whose trips bygin and end on the 
common section, or who transfer to the route on its common section, 
can 'use one route in one direction and another on their return trip, 
depending on which comes first or is more likely to afford a seat. 
Much of Route 4l8's ridersliip consists of passengers transferring 
frorrrother routes, for which a small change in arrival time can deter
mine whether a busload of transferring passengers will take one 
route or another along the Golden State Freeway. 

In a related study, Furth (11) tested for symmetry on two light 
rail lines in Pittsburgh. In that study, the boardings and alightings 

TABLE 1 . Symmetry Hypothes is Test Results 
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data came from a small set of sampled trips. Rather than testing the 
entire distribution, that study tested for similarity in means
whether the centroid of the alightings distribution in one direction ' 
equals ' the centroid of the boardings distribution in the opposite 
direction. The boarding centroid, Cb, is a weighted (by boardings at 
each stop, b;) average of the distance to each stop, D;, from the 
beginning of the route: 

L,b,D, 
- ' -- (2)

b. 

where b. represents total boardings. The alighting centroid is found 
analogously. In three of the four cases (each route direction affords 
a test), the centroids were statistically equivalent. However, there 
was a large discrepancy in one route direction because of the large 
number of riders who transfer from buses to this route for 'the last 
3 Ian of their trip to downtown Pittsburgh in the morning but use a 
different route in the evening. 

In conclusion, symmetry can be a valuable tool for estimating the 

alightings pattern on many routes. IJowever, some routes depart 

markedly from a pattern of symmetry. Some checking against on--{)ff 

data is appropriate 'before the symmetry assumption can be taken 

with corifidence to estimate the alightings pattern on a given route. 


ESTIMATING DAILY ROUTE-LEVEL 
PASSENGER MILES 

As Furth (11) pointed out, average passenger trip length on a route 

is the distance between its boarding centroid and its alighting cen

troid, and passenger miles are simply the average passenger trip 

length expanded by total boardings. This relationship is illustrated 

in Figure 2. If the symmetry assumption is valid, the boardings cen

'" troid in one direction equals the alightings centroid in the opposite 
direction. A corollary, then, of the symmetry assumption is that 
average passenger trip length is the same in both. directions, and is 
the difference between the beardings centroid in the one direction 
and the boardings centroid in the opposite direction. Multiplying 
this difference by total boardings will yield total passenger' miles~ :' 

Therefore, using the symmetry assumption, average trip length 
and total passenger miles for any route day can be estimated from 
location-stamped boardings data--data that will not be subject to 
sampling error-because, assuming every bus has a farebox integrated 
with a location system, data will be collected on every operated trip. 

Accept 
Total Total Synunetry 

Route Direction Boarders, n l Alighters, n2 KSmax KSo.os Hypothesis? ..: 

LA 10 EB 9,129 9,642 0.047 ·0.020 NO 
LA 10 WB 9,729 9,141 0.068 0.020 'NO "' LA 60 NB 12,393 13,134 0.045 0.017 NO 
LA 60 
LA 105 

SB 
NB 

13,134 
8,657 

12,393 
8,089 

0.106 
0.024 

0.017 
0.021 .•<:: 

NO 
NO 

LA 105 SB 8,386 8,198 0.033 0.021 NO 
LA 240 NB 1,828 1,799 0.066 0.045 NO 
LA 240 SB 1,799 1,828 0.026 0.045 YES 
LA418 EB 492 402 0.199 0.091 NO 
LA418 WB 448 378 0.135 0.095 NO 

NOTE: Row in bold indicates success of test, indicating absence of perfect symmetry. 



Fraction Alighting at Each Stop: . 

<: 
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Fraction Boarding at Each Stop: 

Boarding Centroid 

Average Trip 
Length 

. Alighting Centroid ' 

FIGURE 2 Average trip ' Iength calculated via centroids. 
) 

Another summary of the passenger boarding and alighting pat~ 
terns is the volume or load profile, which is simply the difference 
between the cumulative boardings and cumulative alightings. The 
volume profile is a valuable tool for visualizing service utilization 
along the route and for suggesting possible scheduling changes such 
as short~tum service to improve operation efficiency (2). Passenger 
miles can also be determined from the volume profile by multi

. plying the volume on each segment by segment length and sum
ming over all segments, as described elsewhere (1). Using the 
cumulative boardings distribution in the opposite direction to esti
mate cumulative alightings (scaling the opposite direction's cumu
lative boardings distribution to match total boardings in the subject 
direction) and taking the difference, one can estimate a route's vol
ume profile in each direction from location-stamped boardings 
counts. Another corollary of the symmetry' assumption is that the 
daily volume profiles in the two direction~ are the same, except for 
a scalar tordlect a possible difference in total passengers carried 
by direction. 

Data from the five Los Angeles bus routes were used to compare 
ioute-<lay level passenger miles as estimated using the symmetry 
estimator with location-stamped boardings data against passenger 
miles calculated directly from on-off counts. Estimating passenger 
miles using the symmetry'method required not only fitting the data 
to the ideal routes previously described, but also assigning to each 
stop on the ideal route a' distance from the start of the route, which 
is complicated because the distance of a stop ·from the start of the 
route measured along the actual path taken can. vary depending on 
which branch a trip is following. The ideal route uses distances for 
each stop that reflect the average distance traveled: 

(3) 

where 

dk• = distance frofu the start of the route to stop k on the ideal 
route, 

dkb = distance from the start of the route to stop k on branch b 
(here the trunk is treated as a branch), and 

qb = number of bus trips per day operated on branch b. 

Any change in distance between the branch endpoints is then allo
cated proportionally to the trunk segments between those endpoints. 

The passenger-mile comparisons are shown in Table 2. Both over
prediction and underprediction' are found with all absolute errors for 
the routes less than 9% of the tiriIc. Overall there was an overpredic
tion error of 3.2%. The relative standard deviation of between-routes 
estimation error was 9.9%. To two significant digits, these summary 
statistics apply equally to the 10 route-direction totals and to the . 
5 route totals. By coincidence, the average prediction error of the 
symmetry estimator was also 3.2% on the two Pittsburgh light rai.!. 
lines analyzed elsewhere (11). 

A t-test supports the hypothesis that ther~ is no underlying over
estimation or underestimation bias. Give'n the small ,'number of 
routes in the sample and the large between-routes variation, that 
overall level of overprediction found is statistically insignificant
it can be explained by the expected level of-sampling variation. This 
finding supports the notion of using an estimate aggregated over 
many routes, the subject of the next section. 
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TABLE 2 Daily Passenger-Mile Estimate Errors for Los Angeles 

Actual Predicted Relative 
Route Direction Passenger-Miles Passenger-Miles Difference Error 
LA 10/11 EB 24,605 26,446 1,841 7.5% 

WE 27,586 , 28,272 686 2.5% 
:,,- Both 52,191 54,718 2,527 4.8% 

LA 60 NB 47,757 51,541 3,784 7.9% 
SB 49,479 53,862 4,383 8.9% 
Both 97,236 105,403 8,167 8.4% 

LA 105 NB 22,594 20,659 -1,935 -8,6% 
SB 20,220 19,719 ' ~501 , ·2.5% 
Both 42,814 40,378 ' -2,436 -5.7% 

LA 236/240 NB " 4,384 4,084 -300 -6,8% 
SB 4,078 3,866 -212 ·5.2% 
Both 8,462 7,950 -512 -6.1 % 

LA418 EB 6,180 5,667 -513 -8.3% 
WB 5,977 5,612 -365 -6.1% 
Both 12,157 11,279 -878 -7.2% 

Mean 42,572 43,946 1,374 3,2% 
Standard Deviation 4,202 9.9% 
Standard Error 1,879 4.4% 

:1 

ESTIMATING SYSTEM PASSENGER M ILES 

In tge United States, most ,bus systems are required to report 
annual estimates of systemwide passenger miles to the National 
Transit Database. A standard sampling plan may be used, requir
ing ride checks on 549 or more randomly sampled trips (If Alter
natively, any other method may ,be used that meets tp,~ specified 
accuracy level of ±1O% precision at the 95% confidence level. 
This section examines whethe~ the symmetry estimator, applied to 
all routes and aggregated systemwide, can be expectea to.-provide 
that level of accuracy. ' 

When aggregating over all rOlites, 'saIDpling variatio~ disappears 
because all days, trips, and routes are sanGled. Likewise, variation 
among routes, large as it is , disappears because all routes are sampled. 
Variation in the final estimate, then, is based only on the estimator's 
overall bias'(o"erpredictioIi or underpr~diction) for the SUbJect city. , 

As explained in the previous section, the Los Angeles data from 
five routes are consistent with the hypothesis' of no overall bias . 
However, with data from only frve bus routes in one city, more 
work is clearly needed to confrrm this hypothesis or, better still, to 
estimate the range ofb,ias expected from one "city to another: Never
theless, even if the estimator's bias for a given City is as great as the 
ob~erved Los Angeles bias of 3.2%, the resulting precision at the 
95% confidence'level is±6.4%, which is still we11 within National 
Transit Database specifications. (Jt is worth' clarifying that 
although inte:nti~nal bias is certainly 'unacceptable, statistical 
bias-particularly whe~ the analyst does not kno'w wbether the 
bias is positive or negative-is a routine 'part of many often-used 
estimators. If the magnitude and direction of the "bias become 
known through further analJsis , it 'is then a simple matter to adjust 
the estimator to compensate.) 

The findings of this data analysis suggest that location-stamped 
farebox data may be a suitable, stand-alone source for estimating 
passenger miles to the level of accuracy required by the National 
Transit Database. This fulding alone should be enough to spur fare
box-location system integration. However, analysis on more bus 
routes and more cities should be done to confirm that the level of 
modeling and estimation error expected in using this method' lies 
within the National Transit Database standard, 

ESTIMATING TF.!IP-LEVEL AND PERIOD-LEVEL 

0 -0 MATRICES 


As mentioped earlier, trip-level aPd p~rib4-i;~~ir;~t~:o.~"';i~-' 
ces are useful for analyzing routillg and scheduling options such as 
short-turn serv'ic~, expressing, and rout~ spljttirii: ~_~a:rti~ ag~~
gation of the trip 0-D matrix, the "loadpn;lfil~ (passenger load on 
each seg)Jlent), is usefut"f&'5lI1alyt:ing s'ch~d"iIles ~~ ass~i~!ng.p::s~ 
senger crowding. The question is how to m*e: use of the symmetry 
principle to' estimate a trip-level a,;;.d period-level ~~ute O-D matrix 
using I~cati.on~stamped farebox datil. This pr~blem differs frori} the 
daily O-D matrix estirriation pr~blem because return travel, the basis 
for sy~etry, generally ocelli-sin the tllne 'fraine of aday, not a 
sched~ling periQd such as nio~g peak, and certainly not as a trip: 
Nevertheless, symmetrY can still be exploited. If a full-day's worth 
of trip 0-b matrices is estim~ted, the syriunetry assumptionc,an pro~ • '." 
vide a constraInt on total daily 'alightings'by siop',shaping~ihe est:l--~' 
mat~d ~ghtings profile of every .trip, . - ,--- ,',~: : -':--,.'::

A triIJ~I~vel O-Dmatrix, t iju, indicate§ ~~ n.um,?~:?fp'~sJengei:s . 

boardingsat each stop i and alighting at eac4 Stop 1. 

trip ~. It can bevisualized in two d@ensio;s"as a 
O-I) matrices, with each trip's square O-D . 

the next. In this representation, each ro~ tal-lbo,ildiri"~s 


given stop for a given trip-will be known from loc:aOOll: 

farebo'x data. Using the symmetry 

, alightmg~at a given stop summed 
likewise be known, using the "~'~UUU~'::'; 
the daily level. Given an 
matrices was estimated using 
called "iterative proportional 
and columns to match their 
has the f~rm ' 

where 

s:/dij) = the seed, th~ , . , p!o~e;'K~ity 0; ~akmg a trip of it ~-" 
distance dij =distance from stop ito j; 
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R ;u = internally computed balancing factor that represents the 
popularity of origin stop i on trip u; and 

Cj = internally computed balancing factor that represents the 
popularity of destination stop j. 

This model is equivalent to a doubly constrained gravity model for 
trip distribution. _ y 

Following Navick and Furth (13), a distance-based propensity 
function is used for the seed matrix. Although that study used ' a 
gamma distribution as the propensity function, for this research a 
new form for the propensity function was developed tailored to the 
behavioral characteristics of urban bus travel. For shorter trips, there 
is competition from walking, and so travel propensity increases with 
distance. An exponential decay model, decreasing with distance, 
can be used to model the propensity to walk; its complement is used 
to model the propensity to take the bus when trips are short. How
ever, as trips become longer, propensity to travel by bus is expected 
to fall with travel distance, modeled with anoth.er exponential decay 
function. The propensity function is the product of these two effects: 

(5) 

in which ex reIJresents resistance to walking longer distances, and ~ is 
the resistance to riding the bus for longer distallces. This propensity 
function is illustrated in Figure 3. Moreover, Furth and Navick (14) 
have shown that, when travel is unidirectional and origin and desti
nation totals are constrained, ~ cannot be identified; that is, every 
value of ~ will yield the same estimated matrix. Therefore its value 
c~ be set to the convenient value of zero. 

The parameter ex was estimated from OeD data from Boston area 
Bus Routes 1, 66, and 77 collected using a "no questions asked" sur
vey (15). Amil.Xirnum-likellhood methodology was used to defer
mine the 'ex that led, after applying the biproportionalmethod, to 
O-D 'cell estimates diat best fit the Boston data at the trip leveL The 
estimated ex was slightly greater thari zero, giving the propensity 
function an initial positive, nearly Mear slope. 

To assess the accuracy of the estimated trip-level O-D matrices, 
passenger miles were compared as calculated from the estimated 
mairices with passenger miles as calculated from the origrnal on-Dff 
data. Because the total boardings value is given, this is equivalent to 
comparing average passenger trip length. In Figure 4 the cumulative 
distribution is shown of the relative absolute errors for all the trips 
in 1 day for the five Los Angeles routes analyzed. Median absolute 
error using the ' stacked-matrices method was 13%, indicating that 

Travel Distance 

FIGURE 3 Bus travel propensity function . . 
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the 'e~timation method is r~ther weak. Errt B ; ' ~ OlH)U- lvu , 
mates were not analyzed, which are moreyaluable 
estimates for route plarring; because they r~p~~sent ~I1 
of trips, estimation errors are likel yto besm~iei~- . ".. .. " . 

. Passenger-miles estimation errors of the stacjced matrices 
were compared, with errors resulting fro~-as~§1Pg the sarlle . 
trip length on every trip of the day. In the latter method, 
length was determined using the symmetry method 
d~y's boardings -co~ts by stop. The resul~ ~~~e~~ally "',"~U'u~,..,. 
the stacked matrices methodology, sugges~g tlJ.at little .1l1lVUHU'~" 
about fuetrip-leve! O-D patterns can be deduced fr~m a SVImrletr 
based alightings estimate based on a day's, not a trip's, data. 

This finding lends weight to using simplified methods to 
trip-level passenger travel patterns in real-time monitoring-~d 
trol applications, fO(5which the full day's data are not yet 
To estimate passenger load on a bus in real .1jme using "' 
stamped"fareboxdata-say, to determine whether to give the bus ' 
ority at a traffic signal, or whether to dispatch a r~liefbus-one ~ 
rely on historical data to estimate for each boarding stop a sll0'i , " 
function TU equal to the fraction of the passengers who boarded ~t i . 
who are still on board at j. The symmetry method described in this '. 
discussion could provide the estimates of the historical O-D data, 
making manual or APe counts unnecessary: An interesting test for 

further work would l?e to compare the accuracy of estimates made 
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using boarding-stop-specific survival functions with a simpler. non
route-specific survival function r j equal to the fraction of onboard 
passengers who remain on board as the bus passes j. Estimating this 
kind of one-dimensional survival function requires historical on-off 
data (less detail than O-D data). Again. location-stamped farebox 
data. with the symmetry method. S9uld be used to estimate the his
torical data needed. Although passenger-load estimates made using 
survival functions are bound to be rough. they are probably adequate 
for signal priority control decisions. and can serve as an effective 
screening device for other methods of operational control. 

~ 

CONCLUSIONS 

Integrating an electronic farebox with a location system in order to 
provide location-stamped boardings records offers' a valuable source 
of infoITI)ation on passenger travel patterns. On many routes. the 
assumption of symmetry can be used to estimate the daily passen
ger aJightings pattern from the daily boardings pattern in the oppo
site direction. With boardings recorded by stop and alightings 
el'timated by stop. valuable travel-pattern measures including pas
senger miles. load proiiIes. and O-D matrices can be estimated. Data 
from five Los Angeles bus routes suggest that systemwide passenger
mile estimates made using this method by aggregating over routes 
will satisfy u.s. National Transit Database precision requirements; 
however. tliis finding should be confirmed using data from other 
cities. A method is proposed for u~ing location-stamped farebox 
data to estimate trip-level O-D patterns. These techniques also make 
it possible to use location-stamped farebox data to monitor passenger 
loads in real time without requiring APes. 
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